
WEEKLY FOCUS 
 Financial Drawbacks of Remarrying Later in Life 

Last week’s article looked at possible financial benefits of remarriage; this week’s looks at potential 
financial drawbacks. Some risks are obvious. A future divorce can be very detrimental. In nine states 
with community property rules, most wealth or debt accumulated during the marriage may be divided 
equally. The remaining states typically follow equitable distribution; a judge divides assets, which may 
include one spouse’s pension. Here are a few other potential drawbacks: 
 
Pensions and Social Security. A widowed individual who remarries before turning 60 will lose the 
ability to draw their late spouse’s Social Security benefits. Widows or widowers of public employees or 
military personnel could also lose their spouse’s pension or retirement if they remarry, particularly 
before a certain age. A divorced individual who was married 10 or more years and has been divorced 
two years can draw spousal Social Security benefits on their ex-spouse’s work record. But they’ll lose 
those spousal benefits if they remarry at any age until the second marriage ends in death, divorce or 
annulment. A surviving spouse can receive their deceased ex’s full benefit at the appropriate age – 
provided they were married at least 10 years and don’t remarry before the age of 60. (A spouse who 
remarries becomes eligible for spousal benefits from their second mate once they reach an appropriate 
age and have been married one year.)  
 
Long-term care. Even some non-community property states hold a healthy spouse liable for their 
spouse’s medical expenses, including nursing home care. It may be more difficult for an individual who 
doesn’t have long-term care insurance to qualify for Medicaid coverage of nursing care if their spouse 
has a higher income. If one spouse must rely on Medicaid to pay nursing home bills, the assets a 
healthy spouse may retain will be limited. In 2016, the most a state can allow a healthy spouse to keep 
without a hearing or court order is one-half of their countable assets up to $119,220; the least a state 
may allow a healthy spouse to retain is $23,844. Up to certain limits, the couple’s home is not counted 
as long as the healthy spouse lives there. 
 
Still other issues can arise. Marriage could put an individual in a higher tax bracket. Estate planning can 
be complicated, especially if there are children from a previous marriage. Contemplating marriage 
requires practical considerations; this is particularly true for older adults. We’d be happy to work with an 
attorney or accountant to help you or someone you know identify important financial issues and address 
concerns. To schedule an appointment for yourself or to refer a loved one, please contact our office.  
 
 

FINANCIAL FACTS 
 

Gold Shines — The price of gold has increased 26 percent YTD, i.e., from $1,060.30 per ounce at the 
close on Dec. 31, 2015, to $1,337.58 per ounce at the close on Friday, July 15, 2016. (source: CME 
Group, BTN Research).  
 
Downgrade — There are eight countries that have been downgraded in 2016 by each of the three 
major credit rating agencies (S&P, Moody’s and Fitch Ratings), including Saudi Arabia and Brazil 
(Financial Times, BTN Research). 
 
Post-Brexit — In the first two trading days following the June 23 “Brexit” vote in the U.K., the S&P 500 
dropped 5.3 percent (total return). Since then, the S&P 500 gained 8.2 percent (total return) in the 13 
trading days through July 15 (source: BTN Research). 
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THE MARKETS 
 

Stocks rose Friday, stacking up the fourth week of gains in a row. The current trend of improved 
economic data, including a better-than-expected U.S. manufacturing report, seems to have convinced 
Wall Street that growth is quickening. At the same time, weak reports from industrial companies limited 
gains. For the week, the Dow rose 0.35 percent to close at 18,570.85. The S&P gained 0.64 percent to 
finish at 2,175.03, and the NASDAQ climbed 1.40 percent to end the week at 5,100.16. 
 

Returns Through 07/22/16 1 Week YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 

Dow Jones Industrials (TR) 0.35 8.18 6.84 8.74 10.72 

NASDAQ Composite (PR) 1.40 1.85 -1.38 12.31 12.27 

S&P 500 (TR) 0.64 7.72 5.18 10.97 12.49 

Barclays US Agg Bond (TR) 0.13 5.48 5.95 3.95 3.60 

MSCI EAFE (TR) 0.00 -1.91 -9.30 0.78 2.09 
 

Source: Morningstar.com. *Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indexes are unmanaged and cannot 
be invested into directly. Three- and five-year returns are annualized. The Dow Jones Industrials, MSCI EAFE, 
Barclays US Agg Bond and S&P, excluding “1 Week” returns, are based on total return, which is a reflection of return 
to an investor by reinvesting dividends after the deduction of withholding tax. The NASDAQ is based on price return, 
which is the capital appreciation of the portfolio, excluding income generated by the assets in the portfolio in the form 
of interest and dividends. (TR) indicates total return. (PR) indicates price return. MSCI EAFE returns stated in U.S. 
dollars.  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general. The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average is a price-weighted index of 30 actively traded blue-chip stocks. NASDAQ Composite Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index of all over-the-counter common 
stocks traded on the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System. The Morgan Stanley Capital International Europe, Australia and Far East Index 
(MSCI EAFE Index) is a widely recognized benchmark of non-U.S. stock markets. It is an unmanaged index composed of a sample of companies representative of the market 
structure of 20 European and Pacific Basin countries and includes reinvestment of all dividends. Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index comprised of 
U.S. investment-grade, fixed-rate bond market securities, including government, government agency, corporate and mortgage-backed securities between one and 10 years. 
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Do you have any family, friends, or colleagues who might enjoy receiving our market commentary? If so, please forward their 
name and email address to us for addition to our list. If you no longer want to receive this newsletter, please reply to this 

email with the word ‘Unsubscribe’ in the subject line. We will promptly remove your email from this newsletter’s delivery list. 
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